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QUESTION 1

Which of the following commands will launch the Interactive console for Terraform interpolations? 

A. terraform 

B. terraform console 

C. terraform cmdline 

D. terraform cli 

Correct Answer: B 

The terraform console command provides an interactive console for evaluating expressions.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/commands/console.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following allows Terraform users to apply policy as code to enforce standardized configurations for
resources being deployed via infrastructure as code? 

A. functions 

B. workspaces 

C. module registry 

D. sentinel 

Correct Answer: D 

Sentinel is an embedded policy-as-code framework integrated with the HashiCorp Enterprise products. It enables fine-
grained, logic-based policy decisions, and can be extended to use information from external sources. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command is used to initialize Vault after first starting the Vault service? 

A. vault create key 

B. vault operator init 

C. vault operator initialize keys 

D. vault start 

E. vault operator unseal 

Correct Answer: B 
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The vault operator init command initializes a Vault server. Initialization is the process by which Vault\\'s 

storage backend is prepared to receive data. 

This only happens once when the server is started against a new backend that has never been used with 

Vault before. 

Reference link is below:- https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/commands/operator/init 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the Consul Agent? 

A. a process that registers services with Consul 

B. an agent that runs in the background to provide additional features for Consul 

C. the core process of Consul which maintains membership information, manages services, runs checks, responds to
queries, and more. 

D. a daemon that Vault uses to register auth methods across all of its clusters to ensure consistency among the data
written to disk 

Correct Answer: C 

The Consul agent is the core Consul process that runs the Consul service. Everything Consul does is the result of the
Consul agent, which can run in either server or client mode. Reference link:- https://www.consul.io/docs/agent 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following commands will remove all secrets at a specific path? 

A. vault lease revoke -prefix  

B. vault delete lease -all  

C. vault lease revoke -all  

D. vault revoke -all  

Correct Answer: A 

The -prefix flag treats the ID as a prefix instead of an exact lease ID. This can revoke multiple leases simultaneously. 
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